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1 - INTRODUCTION

OSIRIS, one of the french CEA. research reactors located at SACLAY, near PARIS,
is since 27 years mainly devoted to production and irradiation technologies. To satisfy these
objectives, OSIRIS is equipped by different test sections allowing mainly :

. the long time irradiation of different materials including fuel rods, reactor vessel
materials, fusion reactor components...,

. the power ramps of fuel rods,

. the Silicon doping,

. the radioéléments production,

. the neutronography of materials and test sections.

In most of the loops, the nuclear reactor conditions are fully simulated to approach as
far as possible the exact behaviour of the materials.

Through the new irradiation facilities under development, let's cite the OPERA test
section foreseen for the simultaneous irradiation of 32 fuel rods with a maximum length of 2 m.

To guarantee the safety and the high performances of the reactor, a continuous
maintenance and improvement programme took place during the whole life of the reactor.

The paper gives an overview of the part of this programme devoted to the replacement
of the instrumentation and control system of the reactor. After S years study and development,
the on site work took place in the second part of 1992 allowing a reactor start up beginning of
1993



2 - OBJECTIVES

The new instrumentation and control system of the reactor OSIRIS is organized to
insure a large availability of the reactor and a high precision of its control and monitoring.

To reach both objectives with respect to quality insurance and safety rules, the
equipment is formed by three parts :

. a protection - or safety - system using the most modern technology, i.e.
microprocessors,

. a control system adapted to the process requirements and associated to a fully
computerized monitoring system,

. a central process system of all informations, called "T.C.I.", including a computer and
a fast acquisition station, called "C.A.R.".

Figure 1 schematizes the designed system based on the 3 hereabove mentioned parts.

The control involves to collect a large number of data related to the reactor and to the
experiments : "T.C.I. " and "C.A.R." facilitate this task.

The safety requirements lead to different automatic actions : limitation of the running
ranges, impossibility of incompatible configurations and automatical control of the reactor.

Furthermore, the safety is also guaranteed by the system which takes into account a 2/3
digital voting logic.

The computerization of process data on P.C.'s in the new ergonomie reactor control
room enables the operating shift to be kept informed and to take all decisions with respect to
the orders and to the reactor programme.

3 - SAFETY PROTECTION SYSTEM

3.1. Reactor Power Measurement and Control

To maintain the neutron flux in the experiments the reactor power is stabilized at its
nominal level of 70 MW : the reactor is conducted at constant power, the control rods being
successively raised following a predetermined order .

The power is carefully measured by three different ways :

. the thermodynamical power using mass flow rates and temperature differences in
equilibrium state,

. the power based on the N16 specific activity of the primary cooling water and
allowing a rapid power estimation,

. the nuclear power measured by
.. three low power level starting chambers taking into account their position

relatively to the reactor core,



.. three high power level safety linear chambers,

.. a control chamber.

The nuclear power can't directly served as power value but has to be compared to the
two other power measurements.

From subcritical regime till 1 MW, the reactor power is given by the starting chambers.
From 1 MW till the nominal power of 70 MW, the compensated safety chambers are

used for the follow-up of the power level.

For the reactor control, the non compensated ionisation control chamber gives the
exact reference value of the power.

One of two running regimes may be selected, one excluding the other one,

. a low power level regime, till 1,7 MW, characterized by natural convection cooling
conditions and allowing loading and unloading of the reactor core,

. a high power level regime, characterized by forced convection cooling conditions,
functionning of all safety circuits but inhibition of the low power level starting chambers.

3.2. Basic conception of the safety protection system

As the renovation to be performed deals with an existing plant, the following
international and C.E.A. rules have been approached as for as possible :

. international standards : CEI 231A, CEI 880

. C.E.A./I.P.S.N./D.A.S. rules : SAM 13 for safety software, SAM 17 for safety
programmable automatons, SAM 33 for electrical supply and for control and safety system.

Mainly the following criteria have been respected :

. single failure criteria : the system plays its role if a single failure occurs,

. independence criteria : the system insures physical separation and galvanic insulation
of all components and equipments,

. functionning tests : the system allows self control tests when running as well as
periodical tests when shutdown,

. quality insurance : the system was concerned and realized with respect to a complete
quality insurance programme.

As organized, the whole system, whose architecture has been pre-defined by a safety
study, fulfils the most stringent safety standards hereabove mentioned.

Special preliminary tests ensure the qualification of the equipment according to
imposed nuclear equipment specifications.



3.3. Safety circuits [figure 2 ]

As far as the safety is concerned :

. the safety channels are physically separated and are composed of three redundant
SIREX elements - called ASXl, ASX2, ASX3, - for the neutronical parameters and of three
safety automatons - called ASUl, ASU2, ASU3 - for the thermodynamical parameters and the
fuel clad failure detection,

. the safety actions induced by the three hereabove mentioned channels are taken into
account by a 2/3 digital voting logic, the two voting logics being also physically separated but
using the same software.

All the components of the new system uses the latest electronic technology - use of 16
bits MOTOROLA microprocessors, digital technology using multilayer printed circuit, static
relays... - leading to extremely fast response times, i.e.,

. triggering of an emergency shutdown control from a nuclear parameter in less than 60
ms,

. execution of a polling function and control in 5 ms.

Fully exhaustive digital information is transmitted to the new ergonomie control room,
thus making it possible to perform consistency checks and to produce measurement validity
diagnostics to simplify repair and reduce maintenance time.

The parameters specific to the process are controlled and modified by the operator,
giving a system which can be adapted to variations in the time imposed by the process.

4 - CONTROL SYSTEM [Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,8, 9 J

The control system uses five APRIL 5000 type programmable automatons

. three programmable automatons t ret all TOR and analogic informations necessary to
the reactor operator,

. two programmable automatons treat all mechanical and electrical parameters.

These five programmable automatons are integrated in five unit racks called UTl, UT2,
UT3, UT4, UT5.

Rack UTl includes

. the first programmable automaton receiving all informations from safety racks ASXi,
ASUi and ASUj, i = 1,2, 3 and j = A, B,

. the two chains for neutronic measurements,

. the control equipment,

. the Nl 6 specific activity control system,

. the follow up of the alimentation of the control rods motors.



Rack UT2 includes

. the second programmable automaton receiving, as UTl, all informations from safety
racks ASXi, ASUi and ASUj,

. the fuel clad failure detection information,

. the temperature measured values.

Rack UT3 includes

. the analogical informations related to the control rods positions,

. the temperature measured values,

. the values from the vibration monitoring systems.

Racks UT4 and UT5 treat all TOR and analogical values from the electrical net and from the
mechanical components.

All control equipment is interconnected via a redundant local area communication network,
FACTOR type, which centralized data in the control room where these are visualized by means
of four supervisors :

. two supervisors for the reactor monitoring,

. two supervisors for the follow up of electrical and mechanical informations.

Examples of visualization synoptics are given by figures A up to 9.

The redundancy allow the reactor monitoring even in a degradated mode in which case the
operator has the minimum of important data.

Two printers, associated to these programmable automatons, work continuously or on request
of the operator.

Furthermore, all information managed by the programmable automatons are transmitted to the
calculator (T.C.I.) by specific J BUS type connection.

5 - CENTRAL PROCESS SYSTEM [figure 10]

The centra] process system, called T.C.I. , includes a computer with its peripheral
equipments and a fast acquisition system, called C.A.R., and is used

. to memorize and to treat all informations with a view to rereading or editing of tables,
curves...,

. to precisely date the T.O.R. and analogical data making it possible the history of any
event,

. to support the reactor control and monitoring.

The main component of the T.C.I, is a HEWLETT PACKARD computer, type
HP9000 433 S, with two discs allowing a memory of 600 and 330 Mo. A magnetic support,
streamer type, of 133 Mo allows to safe all data of a reactor cycle.



A console located on the desk in the control room gives all the information to
guarantee the availability and the liability of the reactor. Two other consoles are devoted to
informatical system and to parametric applications. Two printers and one tracer are used for
editing. Selected informations are transmitted to 14 P.C.'s through a internal net. The fast
acquisition system is connected to the computer through the same net. At present, the
computer manages 1800 TOR and 600 ANA.

. The system allows daily overview by storage of all TOR and ANA informations
measured each 2 s and related to the last twelve hours.

. The system stores all data, averaged on 10 mn, of the last 45 days.

. The computer controls important safety parameters, editing messages when the limits
are overpassed together with 450 values before the event occurence and 180 values after.

The C.A.R. receives 220 TOR informations and 9 ANA informations . The software of
the C.A.R. allows to surround any event occurence which can then be analyzed and explained.

6-CONCLUSION

. The components of the OSIRIS reactor control room and associated equipments have
been completely redesigned.

. Since the beginning of 1993, the new control system of OSIRIS is operating with a
high satisfactory manner proving its large reliability and safety level.

. All the hereabove mentioned replacement and improvement work on the OSIRIS
reactor was realized mainly with the collaboration of the following firms :

. MERLIN GERIN, GRENOBLE, FRANCE, for the safety protection and control
systems

. COMELOGESIA, PARIS, FRANCE, for the central process system.

. The new console was developed taking into account the up to date ergonomics
principles.

The computerization of process data on two PCs enables
. the operator to be kept informed,
. data to be classified by themes and repair work to be simplified

The trad'tional interfaces have been redesigned using new technology.
The use of industrial hardware and software allow the user to update or modify the

application.
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Figure 4 : OSIRIS - Typical synoptics of the control system
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Figure 5 : OSIRIS - Typical synoptics of the control system
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RENOVATION DU Cle-Cde OSIRIS.
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Figure 10 : OSIRIS - General representation of T.C.I. - CA.R.


